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Abstract
This review article provides an overview of the current status of
velocity-selective arterial spin labeling (VSASL) perfusion MRI and is part of
a wider effort arising from the International Society for Magnetic Resonance
in Medicine (ISMRM) Perfusion Study Group. Since publication of the 2015
consensus paper on arterial spin labeling (ASL) for cerebral perfusion imaging,
important advancements have been made in the field. The ASL community
has, therefore, decided to provide an extended perspective on various aspects
of technical development and application. Because VSASL has the potential to
become a principal ASL method because of its unique advantages over tradi-
tional approaches, an in-depth discussion was warranted. VSASL labels blood
based on its velocity and creates a magnetic bolus immediately proximal to the
microvasculature within the imaging volume. VSASL is, therefore, insensitive
to transit delay effects, in contrast to spatially selective pulsed and (pseudo-)
continuous ASL approaches. Recent technical developments have improved the
robustness and the labeling efficiency of VSASL, making it a potentially more
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favorable ASL approach in a wide range of applications where transit delay
effects are of concern. In this review article, we (1) describe the concepts and
theoretical basis of VSASL; (2) describe different variants of VSASL and their
implementation; (3) provide recommended parameters and practices for clini-
cal adoption; (4) describe challenges in developing and implementing VSASL;
and (5) describe its current applications. As VSASL continues to undergo rapid
development, the focus of this review is to summarize the fundamental concepts
of VSASL, describe existing VSASL techniques and applications, and provide
recommendations to help the clinical community adopt VSASL.

K E Y W O R D S

arterial spin labeling, arterial transit delay, cerebral blood flow, perfusion, velocity selective
arterial spin labeling, velocity selectivity

1 INTRODUCTION

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) MRI is a unique imaging
method that creates sensitivity to tissue perfusion with-
out contrast injection or ionizing radiation. Quantitative
perfusion imaging using ASL has proven to be useful
for both research and clinical applications in the brain
and beyond,1,2 because it provides access to a physio-
logical quantity that is critical to the nutritive supply to
tissues. The key distinguishing feature of ASL is the label-
ing: magnetic field gradients and radiofrequency pulses
are used to differentially affect the magnetization of tis-
sue and arterial blood. As the altered blood magnetization
enters the microvasculature and tissue, it causes a mea-
surable change in tissue magnetization. The difference
between such a labeled image and a second image with
different labeling, often called the control image, yields a
perfusion-sensitive image.

Labeling of arterial blood in ASL is achieved by exploit-
ing the fact that blood is moving. Spatially selective ASL
aims to generate a difference in magnetization between
spins outside the image volume (Figure 1), where the feed-
ing arteries are located, and those in the tissue within the
imaged volume. Subsequently, inflow of the labeled spins
into the imaging volume provides the perfusion-weighted
signal. Spatial selective labeling can be achieved by contin-
uous labeling of arterial blood as it flows through a plane
close to the imaging volume or by a short sequence of
pulses that labels spins over a wide region below or sur-
rounding the imaging plane. Pseudo-continuous labeling
(PCASL)3 has proven a robust approach to labeling and has
been recommended for most ASL applications.1

However, the primary weakness of spatially selective
ASL is the decay of the label as it flows from the larger
arteries where blood is labeled, into the microvasculature
and tissue. Because the duration of this arterial transit
time (ATT) can be comparable to or longer than the T1 of

blood, significant signal can be lost because of this decay.
Moreover, uncertainty in the ATT complicates quantifi-
cation and sequence optimization. A post-labeling delay
(PLD) longer than any expected ATT can be used with
PCASL to reduce the impact of this uncertainty.4 How-
ever, because signal loss increases as PLD increases, PLDs
recommended for clinical application are short enough to
maintain adequate signal, but often too short for accurate
quantitation in diseases commonly seen clinically, such
as acute ischemic stroke and carotid stenosis. More com-
plex approaches involving multiple delays can be used to
optimize results for each subject and can also be used to
provide potentially useful maps of ATT and arterial blood
volume, but they cannot address the fundamental loss of
signal because of ATT. In steno-occlusive pathologies, such
as acute ischemic stroke, moyamoya, and carotid stenosis,
even multiple or long delay approaches cannot be used to
accurately image cerebral blood flow (CBF) when transit
delays are severe.5

Alternative labeling approaches that are based on arte-
rial blood velocity and not spatial location provide an
opportunity to reduce or eliminate ATT related signal
loss and uncertainties. Because the labeling is not lim-
ited by spatial location, velocity selective (VS) labeling can
be applied to the imaged volume itself (Figure 1). If the
velocity encoding reaches low enough velocities, it can
label within or close to the slowly moving blood of the
microvasculature, essentially eliminating any ATT. The
signal change from pulsed VS labeling is competitive with
PCASL in volumetric imaging of normal subject brains
and may perform even better in patients with long delays
because of proximal stenosis and/or circuitous collateral
flow. The potential benefit may be even greater in organs
outside the brain where the transit time from a major
arterial vessel is longer, or the arterial supply is complex.

In this review, we describe the theoretical basis for
VSASL and the dominant VS labeling strategies, including
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F I G U R E 1 A simple cartoon depicting the differences between spatially selective and velocity selective labeling. The cartoon
represents blood in the carotid and vertebral arteries flowing into the circle of Willis, which in turn distributes blood to the rest of the brain.
In the left panel, inflowing spins are labeled as they flow through a labeling plane (such as in pseudo-continuous arterial spin labeling
[PCASL]), defined by the pulse. The labeling process is depicted by a color change from blue to red. The cartoon depicts the label at the
beginning of the labeling pulse. However, the pulse is applied for an extended period such that the labeled spins fill the vascular space. The
time between the spins being labeled at the neck and their arrival to the tissue is referred to as the arterial transit time and a significant
amount of the label is lost because of T1 relaxation. In contrast, velocity selective pulses label spins depending on their velocity, and not their
location, as depicted in the right panel. As a result, the vascular space is immediately filled with labeled spins and the arrival time of the
leading edge of the label to the tissue is dramatically reduced

model validation and methods for quantification. We,
then, explore practical issues of implementation and appli-
cation, including ways to optimize labeling efficiency and
reliability, while controlling vulnerability to tissue motion
and RF/gradient imperfections. Incorporating background
suppression (BS) to increase robustness and achieving
high quality large spatial coverage is also discussed.
Finally, we survey recent applications of VSASL.

2 KINETIC MODELS

VSASL labels arterial blood moving above a chosen veloc-
ity, referred to as the cutoff velocity (Vcut, defined below),
by a short (on the order of tens of milliseconds) train of
RF and flow-sensitive gradient pulses. During imaging,
spins flowing above the same Vcut are saturated so that
only the labeled arterial blood that decelerates below the
Vcut is measured. The cutoff velocity, Vcut, determines how
deep into the arterial tree the blood is labeled and a suf-
ficiently low value will ensure that this boundary occurs

close to the microvasculature/tissue within the imaging
volume. Therefore, ATT = 0 s can in principle be achieved
across the entire imaging volume, and a 0 PLD can be
implemented to minimize ASL signal decay because of T1
relaxation, providing an signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) advan-
tage and potentially higher quantification accuracy, espe-
cially when long transit delays are expected. A comparison
between the arterial input functions and the time courses
of the ASL signals using pulsed ASL (PASL), PCASL and
VSASL is demonstrated in Figure 2. Two main approaches
for VSASL, VS saturation (VSS) and VS inversion (VSI), are
displayed.

3 PULSE SEQUENCE DESIGN OF
VSASL

A typical VSASL pulse sequence diagram is shown in
Figure 3. A global saturation module at the beginning
of the TR (or right after the image acquisition) resets
the arterial magnetization to a known state to avoid spin
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F I G U R E 2 The arterial input function of (A) pulsed arterial spin labeling (PASL) with the temporal width of the labeling bolus 𝜏 of
1.0 s, arterial transit time (ATT) of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 s; (B) pseudo-continuous ASL (PCASL) with the labeling duration τ of 3.0 s, ATT of 1.2, 2.2,
and 3.2 s; and (C) velocity-selective ASL (VSASL) with VS saturation (VSS) and VS inversion (VSI) pulses, and ATT of 0 s, the temporal width
of the labeling bolus 𝜏 of 1.6 s. In this illustration of ideal conditions, t is the time from the start of the labeling pulse, the labeling efficiency
α = 1.0 (for VSS, α = 0.5), M0 = 1, T1 = 1.6 s. Their corresponding kinetic curves indicate that the maximal perfusion-weighted signal of
pulsed ASL (D) is only half of that of PCASL (E), and both are sensitive to ATT. In contrast, the ATT for VSASL (F) is essentially 0 and the
maximal signal of VSI is about (or more than) twice that of PCASL when the ATT of PCASL is longer than 2.2 s. This figure demonstrates
that, with its full potential reached, VSASL has minimal susceptibility to ATT effects among existing methods and has a significant signal
advantage especially when long ATTs with PASL or PCASL are expected

F I G U R E 3 Typical pulse sequence diagram of velocity-selective arterial spin labeling (VSASL). The labeling and vascular crushing
modules (VCM) with a matched Vcut are shown in red

history effects.6 After a saturation time (Tsat), the VS label-
ing (label/control) module (VSS or VSI) labels the arterial
spins. A delay (τ) then follows, which allows labeled spins
to flow into and accumulate in the tissue of interest. A
vascular crushing module (VCM) with the same Vcut for
imaging as for labeling is then applied and defines the tem-
poral width of the VSASL bolus (with τ reflecting the bolus
duration), similar to how QUIPSS II determines the tem-
poral width in PASL.7 The VCM saturates the spins moving
above Vcut, therefore, only the arterial blood decelerated

below Vcut after the labeling will generate measurable
ASL signal. It can be implemented either as a VSS label
module before the image acquisition or flow-crushing gra-
dients in the acquisition. The PLD is defined as the delay
between the VCM and the image acquisition thereby con-
sistent across all ASL methods. When the VCM is applied
right before acquisition or implemented in the form of
flow-crushing gradients between the excitation and acqui-
sition, the PLD is effectively 0. The inflow time (TI) is
the time from the application of the labeling module to
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F I G U R E 4 Diagrams of (A)
double-refocused hyperbolic-secant
(DRHS) or double-refocused
hyperbolic-tangent (DRHT); (B)
symmetric (sym-) BIR-8; (C)
Acceleration (Acc)-based; (D)
Fourier-transform velocity selective
saturation (FT-VSS) or Fourier-transform
velocity selective inversion (FT-VSI)

the image acquisition, and equals τ when the PLD is 0.
To improve the SNR, background suppression pulses are
usually inserted during TI.

4 VELOCITY SELECTIVE
MODULES

In general, VS modules consist of RF and flow-sensitive
gradient pulses. Bipolar gradient lobes, or paired monopo-
lar lobes surrounding a refocusing pulse, can generate a
velocity-dependent phase for flowing spins. This approach
was first used between excitation and acquisition as a
“crusher” to attenuate large-vessel signals for perfusion
estimation.8–10 Incorporation of motion-sensitized gradi-
ents in excitation, saturation, or inversion RF composite
pulses was then proposed as VS pulse trains,11 and VSASL
perfusion imaging was first suggested by the authors as an
application.

In VSASL, the RF pulses remain the same under both
the label and the control conditions. For the flow-sensitive
gradient pulses, a non-0 first moment and a 0 first moment
is required for the label and the control conditions, respec-
tively. For the control condition, the flow-sensitive gradi-
ent pulses can either be all turned off or flow-compensated.
Controls with gradients turned off (velocity-insensitive)
are typically applied in VSS implementation for its simplic-
ity. Controls with velocity-compensated gradient configu-
rations are often used in VSI-based labeling. The benefits
and drawbacks of the 2 control designs are discussed in the
VSI section below.

5 VELOCITY SELECTIVE
SATURATION PULSE TRAINS

The first in vivo implementation of VSASL, proposed by
Wong et al,12 used a single segment (90◦x, G+, 180◦y,
G+, 90◦−x) spin-echo pulse train with hard RF pulses. A
single segment module, such as this, results in a cosine
modulation in Mz across velocities. Under the assumption

of laminar flow, this modulation becomes a sinc function,
with its first 0 crossing at Vcut. To a first order approxima-
tion, this modulation can be considered to saturate spins
moving above Vcut, while leaving static spins unperturbed.

The use of a single 180◦ B1-sensitive refocusing pulse
(e.g., hard pulse) in this VS module made the spin-echo
sensitive to B1

+ variation,13 so later implementations used
adiabatic pulses for refocusing,6 which can be designed
to be extremely robust to B1

+ variation. Adiabatic pulses
impart a nonlinear phase across resonance frequencies, so
such pulses must be used in pairs to reverse this phase
accrual, resulting in a (90◦x, G+, 180◦a, 180◦a, G−, 90◦−x)
sequence. Wong et al6 noted that a quadrapolar gradient
scheme could be used to reduce eddy current errors in a
similar way to Reese et al,14 resulting in a (90◦x, G+, 180◦a,
G−, G+, 180◦a, G−, 90◦−x) module. This module is com-
monly referred to as a double-refocused hyperbolic-secant
(DRHS) module or double-refocused hyperbolic-tangent
(DRHT) if hyperbolic-tangent refocusing pulses are used15

(Figure 4A).
The DRHS/T module robustly minimizes sensitivity to

off-resonance and ECs. However, the use of B1
+-sensitive

pulses for the excitations results in labeling efficiency that
depends on the spatially non-uniform B1

+, leading to a
systematic underestimation of perfusion.

To overcome this limitation, Wong and Guo16 pro-
posed the use of adiabatic pulses, such as BIR-4 pulses,17

with velocity sensitizing gradients between RF pulses:
(90◦a, G+, 180◦a, G+, 90◦a). Note that the nonlinear phase
imparted by the single refocusing pulse is now reversed
by the 2 adiabatic half-passage pulses. Despite the BIR-4
VS module being very robust to B0 and B1

+ variation,
the use of monopolar gradients can result in very large
EC effects leading to subtraction artifacts in the perfusion
images.18

To alleviate this problem, while retaining most of the
B0 and B1

+ robustness of the BIR-4 module, Meakin and
Jezzard18 proposed an asymmetric BIR-8 (asym-BIR-8) VS
module with gradients at 3 of the 4 0-RF intervals, in a
similar pattern to6 for reducing EC errors: (90◦a, 180◦a, G+,
180◦a, G−, G+, 180◦a, G−, 90◦a).
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Guo et al19 further improved on this design with the
symmetric BIR-8 (sym-BIR-8) VS module (Figure 4B),
placing 1 gradient in each of the 0-RF intervals (90◦a,
G+, 180◦a, G−, 180◦a, G−, 180◦a, G+, 90◦a), which was
found to further reduce EC errors. The authors addition-
ally showed that inserting time delays after each of the
gradient pulses could further reduce EC errors, albeit at the
cost of increased T2 decay and reduced labeling efficiency.

6 VELOCITY SELECTIVE
INVERSION PULSE TRAINS

The technical advancement of the VSS pulses men-
tioned above has significantly improved their robust-
ness against B0 and B1

+ variations and EC effects. How-
ever, because of less efficient labeling by saturation (half
of the labeling efficiency as compared to labeling by
inversion), VSS-based VSASL typically has a lower SNR
efficiency (SNR∕

√
acquisition time) than conventional

inversion-based labeling methods (PASL and PCASL)
when ATTs are in the typical physiological range (e.g.,
<2 s).6,20,21 To improve the labeling efficiency, research
efforts have been made to develop VSI pulses.

The first VSI implementation proposed by Wong and
Guo,22 used 2 or 3 modules of the DRHS/T pulse trains,
following the modular approach of Norris et al.11 With
modified flip angles and phases in the hard RF pulses in
the form of (α◦i, G+, 180◦a, 180◦a, G−, β◦i) for the ith mod-
ule, the VSI pulse trains were able to invert the moving
spins within a wide range of velocities along 1 flow direc-
tion, and had demonstrated a significant SNR increase
(20%-30%) in gray matter compared to VSS-based labeling.
However, the velocity response is not ideal and the pulse
train is sensitive to B1

+ inhomogeneity because of the hard
pulses involved.

A more recent Fourier-transform-based velocity selec-
tive (FT-VS) pulse implementation15 builds on the exci-
tation k-space formalism23,24 by interleaving a series of
non-selective RF pulses with velocity-encoding gradients.
This approach can theoretically produce almost arbitrary
VS profiles. In the small tip angle approximation,23 this
VS profile is proportional to the Fourier transform of the
set of flip angles of RF pulses applied at the beginning of
consecutive velocity-encoding steps.

A challenge to the FT-VS method has been its sen-
sitivity to imperfections in B0 and B1

+. The original
scheme25 did not include any refocusing pulses, which
effectively shifted its excitation profile along the velocity
direction in proportion to B0 off-resonance.26 To alleviate
this susceptibility to B0 field inhomogeneity, Shin et al27

incorporated 1 composite refocusing pulse within each
velocity-encoding step and modified the RF and gradient

waveforms accordingly. For improved immunity to B0/B1
+

field inhomogeneities, Qin et al28 proposed paired refocus-
ing pulses within each velocity-encoding step accompa-
nied with phase-cycling of refocusing pulses through the
FT-VS pulse trains (Figure 4D).

Fourier-transform velocity selective inversio (FT-VSI)
based VSASL for CBF quantification was first demon-
strated by Qin and van Zijl15 using nine 20◦ excitation
pulses (rectangular modulation) with block refocusing
pulses. Later, FT-VSI labeling was also implemented with
composite refocusing pulses for more robustness to both
B1

+ field inhomogeneity and eddy-current,29,30 and with
sinc modulation of the excitation pulses for smoother VS
profiles.30,31 In practice, current FT-VSI implementations
can offer 20% to 40% increase in SNR compared to VSS
labeling.15,30,32

Note that the design of the control module is another
important consideration for the performance of VSI-ASL.
With imperfect refocusing under poor B0/B1

+ condi-
tions, a velocity-insensitive control produced by switch-
ing off velocity-encoding gradients is susceptible to both
stripe artifacts33,34 and non-0 DC bias35 in the spatial
response; whereas a velocity-compensated control pro-
duced by using unipolar gradients reduces the systematic
subtraction errors from both DC bias and unbalanced
diffusion attenuation, but with deteriorated VS profiles,
higher sensitivity to ECs and reduced labeling effi-
ciency.15,35 A novel dynamic phase-cycling approach for
the velocity-insensitive control module was recently pro-
posed to mitigate the systematic quantification errors from
DC bias for FT-VSI prepared VSASL.35

VSI-ASL has been demonstrated for CBF mapping with
3D gradient and spin echo29 and 3D stack-of-spirals36

readouts. Three dimensional VSI-ASL-based CBF maps in
neonatal piglet brain revealed well-defined regional CBF
patterns that match known functional domains.37 Note
that the calculation of the timing of BS pulses needs to
take into account the varying degrees of inversion of static
tissue magnetization by the VSI pulse train itself, which
is sensitive to B1

+ field inhomogeneity because of the use
of hard pulses at the beginning of each velocity-encoding
step.

7 MULTI-MODULE VSASL

In addition to VSI labeling, the multi-module VSS label-
ing method21 was also developed to improve the SNR
efficiency of VSASL, showing an improvement of 20% to
30% compared to single-module VSS (sm-VSS) labeling.
In this method, 2 effects contribute to the SNR efficiency
increase: (1) additional VSS modules create larger mag-
netization difference between the label and the control
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F I G U R E 5 Schematics showing the arterial longitudinal magnetization (Mz) of single-module velocity selective saturation (sm-VSS)
(A), and dual-module VSS (dm-VSS) labeling (B) under the label (red) and the control (blue) conditions. In dm-VSS, the dashed red curve
represents the magnetization of arterial spins that are labeled by only the first VSS module (ΔMZ1); the solid red curve represents those
labeled by both VSS modules (ΔMZ2). TI1 and TI2 are the inflow times between the 2 VSS modules and imaging, respectively

conditions by “re-labeling” the relaxed spins; and (2) addi-
tional VSS modules can label the arterial spins that enter
the coverage of the RF transmit coil after the first VSS mod-
ule, effectively increasing the temporal width of the label
bolus. Generally, the first effect dominates. In practice, a
dual-module VSS (dm-VSS) implementation is preferred,
achieving a large SNR improvement with a limited specific
absorption rate increase, whereas additional VSS mod-
ules only improve SNR efficiency marginally. A theoretical
comparison of the ASL signal by sm-VSS and dm-VSS
labeling is demonstrated in Figure 5. More details on mod-
eling of the ASL signals using multi-module VSASL can be
found here.21

At 3T, TI1/TI2 of 1.15/0.82 s are recommended for
dm-VSS labeling, with a 23% increase of SNR efficiency
measured in brain in vivo21,30 compared to sm-VSS. In
practice, it is important to use robust VSS pulses, such as
the sym-BIR-8-based VSS,19 for dm-VSS labeling; other-
wise, the SNR efficiency improvement would be limited35

because it is affected by both VSS modules. The artifac-
tual signal from diffusion attenuation difference between
the label and control conditions may be increased by
dual-module labeling, especially in voxels dominated by
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), which has a much higher diffu-
sion coefficient than gray matter and white matter. This
artifact can be removed via modeling the diffusion atten-
uation effects21 if partial volume fractions of tissues are
known.

8 ACCELERATION-SELECTIVE
ASL

Acceleration selective ASL (Acc-ASL) is a method that
effectively labels the arterial blood pool with the same

advantages of VSS-ASL (i.e., creating labels closer and
within the tissue under investigation). This selectivity
toward arterial blood arises from a much stronger decel-
eration on the arterial side of the microvascular tree than
acceleration on the venous side. It is important to real-
ize that both acceleration and deceleration will lead to
saturation and therefore, creation of labeled blood mag-
netization. As first demonstrated in ASL-based magnetic
resonance angiography (MRA),38 a flow-selective label-
ing module with 0 first gradient moment (m1) (i.e., spins
flowing with constant velocity will not be saturated) but
a non-0 second moment (m2), resulting in dephasing
of spins based on acceleration/deceleration (Figure 4C)
(i.e., Acc-ASL)39 will mainly label the arterial side of
the vascular tree. Therefore, no further suppression of
venous labels is necessary, although the fact that the
bolus cannot be cut off by means of a VCM complicates
quantification.

The origin of the label is less clear for Acc-ASL than
in VSASL, because several processes can result in effec-
tive labeling: (1) the deceleration of blood in the large
arteries is probably one of the most important sources
of label in Acc-ASL; (2) blood flow on the arterial side
is more pulsatile than on the venous side, resulting in
additional labeling; and (3) blood flow changing direction
during the module duration, for example when passing
through the microvasculature, will also lead to dephas-
ing (the change in direction can be seen as decelera-
tion in the original direction and acceleration in the new
direction).

Together, these effects result in a combination of blood
volume and flow dependent labeling in the arteries with
almost no venous labeling, as evidenced by lack of observ-
able Acc-ASL signal in the sagittal sinus.39 Moreover,
the amount of label created is higher than for VSS-ASL,
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thereby also providing higher temporal SNR (tSNR). How-
ever, as already mentioned, quantification of perfusion is
challenging. In the first paper on Acc-ASL,39 an almost
double tSNR was found compared to VSS-ASL, although a
later study showed only 25% higher tSNR.32 In the medulla
of the kidney, a higher tSNR was also observed compared
to VSS-ASL,32 although tSNR was almost equal in the cor-
tex.32 Important to note is that Acc-ASL seems to create
labels further into the vascular tree (i.e., within smaller
vessels) than VSS-ASL with similar gradient amplitudes.40

Head-to-head comparison with O15-H2O PET showed sim-
ilar qualitative perfusion maps, although no attempt has
yet been made to quantify Acc-ASL data.41

9 RECOMMENDED
PARAMETERS FOR IMAGING AND
QUANTIFICATION

9.1 Cutoff velocity (Vcut)

As previously mentioned, a matched and sufficiently low
Vcut for labeling and vascular crushing in imaging causes
the ATT to be effectively 0 in VSASL. During labeling,
the blood will accumulate a flow-dependent phase that
leads to dephasing when the labeled blood mixes during
the transit to the tissue/capillary bed. Therefore, a model
of the velocity distribution of the arterial blood is needed
to define the Vcut and the effective labeling bolus. Note
that the velocity distribution along a given direction is also
affected by the orientations of the arteries. For simplicity,
a laminar flow distribution is typically assumed (e.g., for
a vessel of radius R, V(r) = Vmax[1−(r/R)2] at a distance
of r from the center, where Vmax is the maximal veloc-
ity at the center and the mean velocity Vmean = Vmax/2).
Subsequently, the overall labeling effect can be approxi-
mated by an integration of the magnetization response of
the laminar layers within the blood vessels.

For VSS modules that tip the magnetization into the
transverse plane before any flow-sensitive gradient pulses
are applied, such as DRHS/T and BIR-8, the longitudinal
magnetization response is a cosine function of the veloc-
ity (V) and the first moment of the gradient pulses (m1),
Mz = M0cos( m1V) (Figure 6A), where M0 is the longi-
tudinal magnetization at equilibrium and is the gyro-
magnetic ratio. The integration over the laminar velocity
profile generates a sinc profile with respect to Vmean, for
example, Mz = M0sinc(2 m1Vmean) (Figure 6B).

For VS modules that gradually tip the magnetization
into the transverse plane (e.g., Fourier-transform velocity
selective saturation, FT-VSS) or along the Z axis (FT-VSI),
their longitudinal magnetization responses are no longer a
simple function of V and m1 (Figure 6C). In addition, the

inversion (or saturation) bands of FT-based VS pulses are
periodic in velocity (i.e., they appear at higher velocities in
addition to around 0 velocity). After integrating over a lam-
inar flow velocity profile, the longitudinal magnetization
responses with respect to Vmean are shown in Figure 6D.

The Vcut of the VCM that is played out during or
just before the image acquisition, is defined as the first
0-crossing point of the sinc-shaped response of the Vmean
vs magnetization (e.g. the solid curve in Figure 6B), that is,
Vcut = π/(2 m1) when assuming a laminar flow distribu-
tion within the imaging voxel.

For the labeling, Vcut is defined based on the mag-
netization difference (ΔM) after the control/label sub-
traction (Figure 6E,F). For non-FT labeling, the Vcut
is chosen where ΔM first crossed ΔM = 1, under the
assumption of laminar flow (Figure 6F). This point is the
first 0-crossing of the velocity response under the label
condition (Figure 6B).6 For FT-VSI, Vcut is also defined
as the first crossing of ΔM = 1,30 but for the velocity
response without an assumption of laminar flow (in a plug
flow condition) (Figure 6E). This is also the 0-crossing
or half-width-half-maximum point of FT-VSI’s velocity
response under the label condition (Figure 6C). These def-
initions are not the same, and other definitions are also
possible and can be effective. We emphasize that in order
for VSASL to quantitatively measure perfusion, Vcut for the
labeling and the VCM should be matched, and defined in
the same way. Looking forward, it will be useful to find an
empirically accurate model for velocity distributions in the
relevant vasculature so that a unified generic definition for
Vcut can be used.

For the Vcut, a Vmean of 2 cm/s is recommended in
both labeling and the VCM. This is a trade-off between the
desired proximity of the labeling to the tissue and practical
implementation considerations, such as minimizing EC
sensitivity, diffusion attenuation artifacts, etc. (discussed
below). Similarly, Venc = π/( m1) = 4 cm/s has been rec-
ommended for vascular crushing in PCASL,1 which cor-
responds to the Vcut = 2 cm/s when using our definitions.
No matter, which definition is used for labeling, once the
RF pulses and the timings within the VS labeling module
are determined, the Vcut is inversely proportional to the
strength of the flow-sensitive gradients, and can be readily
adjusted by scaling their amplitude.

9.2 Direction of velocity-encoding
gradients

The direction of the velocity-encoding gradients is rec-
ommended to be aligned with the major feeding ves-
sels for applications in various organs. For the brain,
superior–inferior (S-I) direction is therefore recommended
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F I G U R E 6 Simulated
Mz-velocity responses of (A) velocity
selective saturation (VSS) (magenta),
(C) Fourier transform (FT)-VSS (red)
and FT-velocity selective inversion
(VSI) (blue), and (B, D) the
corresponding results after the
laminar flow integration (note that
the x-axis is the mean velocity). The
horizontal dashed lines are their
magnetization responses under the
control, respectively. Their arterial
spin labeling (ASL) subtractions
(ΔM) between label (L) and control
(C) are displayed before (E) and after
(F) laminar flow integration as well.
Vcut is defined as the first crossing of
ΔM = 1, as indicated by the vertical
black dotted lines at 2.0 cm/s (E,F).
For VSS, the Vcut is chosen under
the assumption of laminar flow (F).
This point is the first 0-crossing of
the velocity response under the label
condition (B). For FT-VSI, Vcut can
be defined without using laminar
flow model (E). This is also the
0-crossing or
half-width-half-maximum point of
FT-VSI’s velocity response under the
label condition (C)

and has also been used most often in previous literature.
Vcut below 4 cm/s for VSASL showed approximate isotropy
with respect to the velocity-encoding directions.6 How-
ever, some vessels in a plane perpendicular to the selected
direction may not be efficiently labeled.

9.3 Bolus duration (𝛕) and post-labeling
delay

Although VS labeling is conceptually spatially nonselec-
tive, the VS pulse trains are still spatially constrained by the
coverage of the RF transmitting coils and sensitivity to the
B1

+ field inhomogeneity, which determine the maximal
bolus. Using multi-delay VSASL with a single sym-BIR-8
VSS labeling module, the maximal possible τ was esti-
mated in a small group of young, healthy volunteers to
be about 2.0 s in the brain when using a whole-body RF
transmit coil for labeling.21 This time could be longer in

regions affected by vascular stenosis or shorter in patients
with high flow. For cerebrovascular applications in adult
populations at 3T, τ = 1.4 s is recommended to optimize
quantification accuracy and SNR efficiency.21 PLD is typi-
cally set to 0, but could be increased to allow more time for
the labeled bolus to move further down the vascular tree.

9.4 Labeling efficiency (𝛂)

Labeling efficiencies (α) of VS pulse are 0.5 for per-
fect VSS (because of saturation compared to inversion
labeling) and 1.0 for perfect VSI, but are affected by
multiple factors in real implementations. T2 relaxation
during the VS pulse train causes arterial signal decay,
that is, exp(−eTE/T2,blood). The effective TE (eTE) is
close to the full duration of VSS and half of the dura-
tion of FT-VSI.15,30 This is because of the difference in
time that the magnetization spends in the transverse
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plane during these 2 pulse trains. For example, assum-
ing T2,blood = 150 ms at 3T, T2 attenuates efficiency by a
factor of 0.87 for a 24 ms VSS pulse train (eTE = 21 ms),
and 0.79 for a 64 ms FT-VSI pulse train (eTE = ∼35 ms),
respectively.30

Other major factors affecting α include the sensitiv-
ity to B0 and B1

+ inhomogeneities across the labeling
volume. The sensitivity to B0 inhomogeneities has been
largely minimized by robust refocusing pulses and/or
phase cycling (for VSI). Except for BIR-8-based VSS, the
α of other VS labeling modules are affected by B1

+ inho-
mogeneity because of the use of B1-sensitive pulses for
excitation pulses.30 For example, given a B1

+ scaling fac-
tor, for DRHS/T, the saturation degree for label can be
calculated to be equal to cos2(B1

+ × 90◦) and therefore,
subtracting label from control would result in 1-cos2(B1

+

× 90◦) = sin2(B1
+ × 90◦); for FT-VSI, the inversion degree

for the control is cos(B1
+ × 180◦) and subtracting control

from label is 1-cos(B1
+ × 180◦)= 2× sin2(B1

+ × 90◦). When
normalized to respective saturation or inversion, the α of
DRHS/T and FT-VSI have the same reduction factor of
sin2(B1

+ × 90◦). Consequently, the inherent spatial varia-
tion of B1

+ will result in a corresponding spatial variation
of α. The mean overall reduction of α because of B0 and
B1

+ inhomogeneities has been recently reported in a pre-
liminary study using Bloch simulation and in vivo brain
imaging30: ∼6% for sym-BIR-8 VSS and ∼29% for FT-VSI
labeling using PCASL as the reference. Combining the T2
attenuation and this reduction factor because of sensitiv-
ity to field inhomogeneities, αwas estimated to be 0.41 and
0.56 for typical sym-BIR-8 VSS and FT-VSI (e.g., rect-VSI
and sinc-VSI) pulse trains.15,29,30

Other factors may also contribute to labeling efficiency
loss, such as temporal variations of velocities15 and rapid
flow of large vessels in the presence of local susceptibil-
ity gradients.42 These effects are likely to apply for all VS
labeling pulses and merit further investigation. VSMRA
with 0 TI can help assess the labeling efficiency in large
vessels.28,42,43

9.5 Quantification of VSASL

With a PLD of 0, the blood flow (BF, in mL/100 g/min) can
be quantified based on the kinetic model44 as:

BF = 6000 ⋅ λ ⋅ ΔS ⋅ e
TI

T1,blood ⋅ SIB

2 ⋅ α ⋅ τ ⋅ SIPD
, (1)

where λ is the blood-tissue-partition coefficient (0.9 mL/g
for the brain),45 ΔS is the signal difference between
the label and control images. Note that whether ΔS is

subtracting label from control or subtracting control from
label depends on both the control/label modules (VSS or
FT-VSI) and the number of BS inversion pulses (even or
odd) applied. As shown in Figure 3, τ is the bolus dura-
tion, or the time between labeling and VCM. TI is the
time between labeling pulse and readout. T1,blood is the
T1 value of blood. Additional signal attenuation because
of BS should also be included as a scaling factor in the
equation above. A signal reduction of 5% for each BS pulse
used is typical.1 A separately acquired proton density (PD)
image provides the signal intensity (SI) of tissue at equi-
librium, SIPD, for calibration. The VCM is recommended
to be included in the PD image to cancel out the addi-
tional T2 weighting. Otherwise, tissue T2 decay during TVSS
needs to be accounted for as part of perfusion quantifica-
tion. SIB is the magnetization of the arterial blood right
before labeling. When non-selective presaturation is used
and we assume that all blood that will be labeled will
have experienced this presaturation pulse (i.e., no fresh
inflow), the magnetization of arterial blood will recover
from saturation during Tsat:

SIB = 1 − e
−Tsat

T1,blood . (2)

Slab-selective presaturation can be used in combination
with sufficiently long Tsat, to allow fresh arterial blood with
full magnetization to fill the vascular tree before apply-
ing the VS label or control module. In this case, SIB = 1.
Whether this holds true will depend on the specific VSASL
parameter choices and expected CBF range and has not
been fully studied, however.

9.6 Recommended VSASL
implementation

To summarize, the following elements are recommended
for the implementation of a robust VSASL sequence at the
time of writing (Figure 3), noting that this is still an evolv-
ing technique and future modifications and improvements
are likely.

1 Readout: most readout schemes can work for VSASL
acquisitions, however, 3D readouts have been found to
be favorable over 2D readouts because of the uniformity
of background suppression.

2 Labeling pulse: several VS labeling approaches will
work and provide reasonable results. The sym-BIR-8
VSS pulse is more robust to imperfections in B0 and
B1

+, and to ECs. FT-VSI pulses, however, yield greater
labeling efficiency if B0 and B1

+ fields are reasonably
homogeneous (e.g., in the head). τhas been shown to be
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T A B L E 1 Recommended parameters for VSASL at 3T for
CBF quantification

Vcut (cutoff velocity, w.r.t. Vmean) 2.0 cm/s

Velocity encoding direction Superior-inferior (S-I)

τ (bolus duration) 1.4 s

PLD (post-labeling delay) 0.0 s

α (labeling efficiency)

VSS 0.41

FT-VSI 0.56

optimal near 1.4 s at 3T. A Vcut of 2 cm/s with specified
definition (Figure 6) is recommended, with the direc-
tion of the velocity encoding gradients aligned with the
main arteries feeding the tissue of interest.

3 Vascular suppression: for both 2D and 3D readouts, a
sym-BIR-8 VSS-based VCM is recommended immedi-
ately before the readout to remove contributions from
the intravascular signal and to determine the trailing
edge of the labeling (input) function. The Vcut and the
direction of the VCM should match those of the labeling
pulse.

4 Background suppression: a minimum of 2 inversion
pulses after the labeling are recommended for effective
background suppression with timings chosen to null
the static tissue in the organ of interest (e.g., gray and
white matter in the brain). In the case of VSI labeling,
the inversion effect of the labeling pulse itself should
be taken into account in calculating the timings for
background suppression pulses.

5 Quantification: perfusion quantification can be
achieved using the model specified by Equations (1)
and (2), and the constants specified in Table 1. Note
that an additional spin density image is required for
quantification, the same as used in spatially selective
ASL. A global saturation pulse is also recommended at
the beginning of the TR to reset the magnetization for
quantification accuracy.

9.7 Other challenges of VSASL

Although robust velocity responses in the presence of
B0/B1

+ field inhomogeneities are the primary focus when
evaluating different VS pulse trains, their sensitivity to
EC effects, diffusion attenuation, CSF contamination, and
bulk motion also deserve attention.

VSASL is sensitive to ECs because of the non-identical
gradient configurations between label and control mod-
ules. This can lead to artifactual signals in the perfusion
weighted images because the magnetization of static spins

will be differently affected during the 2 modules. EC errors
can be evaluated using numerical simulations, as well as
in phantoms for scanner-specific examinations.15,18,19,29,30

Typically, EC artifacts mainly manifest along the direc-
tion of the velocity-encoding gradients used in the VS
pulse trains and are more severe further from the isocen-
ter. However, the severity of these EC-induced artifacts
are also affected by B0/B1

+ field inhomogeneities,29 which
can make it difficult to recognize these artifacts in vivo.
Sensitivity to ECs can be mitigated by optimizing the
configurations of both the gradients46 and the refocusing
pulses,6,15,18,19,29 in addition to having longer gaps between
them.19 Both sym-BIR-8 VSS and FT-VSI with compos-
ite refocusing pulses have been demonstrated to have
improved resistance to EC effects in the brain.15,19,30

For a velocity-insensitive control with no gradients
applied, unbalanced diffusion weighting may be another
source of error in perfusion quantitation. Because of
the high diffusivity, this error is higher in CSF than
in gray matter and white matter. This effect should
be corrected for, especially when multiple VS modules
are used for labeling.21 Note that the typical configura-
tions of VS labeling (G+, 180◦a, G−, G+, 180◦a, G−) and
velocity-compensated control (G+, 180◦a, G+, G+, 180◦a,
G+) may only partially balance the diffusion weighting. It
is possible to exactly match the b-values by applying an
alternative labeling (G+, 180◦a, G+, G−, 180◦a, G−),47 but
this configuration was found to be more susceptible to EC
effects and is not commonly used in VSASL.

Another important source of contamination originates
from the pulsatile motion of CSF throughout the cardiac
cycle. Because the velocity distribution of intracranial CSF
exhibits large spatial and temporal variations, CSF spins
decelerating from above to below Vcut will also be labeled
and erroneously contribute to the perfusion signal. VS
labeling is also sensitive to higher orders of motion not
only in pulsatile CSF-flow, but also in non-pulsatile CSF
flow and cysts or other fluid collections. CSF contamina-
tion becomes considerably more problematic as patients
age, lose brain volume, and expand their subarachnoid
spaces. Perfusion evaluated in brain parenchyma adjacent
to these regions will be overestimated, for example in the
mesial temporal lobes. Cystic lesions may also demon-
strate elevated VSASL signal, which could erroneously be
interpreted as hyperperfusion and lead to misdiagnosis.
Clinical use of VSASL must pay special attention to these
sources of error.

VS labeling is also sensitive to bulk motion, such as
gross subject motion of head or the rest of body, myocar-
dial motion, or respiration-induced movement of the liver
and kidneys.48 As tissue moving above the Vcut will be
labeled erroneously, this motion effect cannot be corrected
by co-registration and is likely to corrupt the perfusion
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estimation. Although background suppression can reduce
typical motion-induced subtraction artifacts seen in ASL,
it cannot mitigate labeled tissue artifacts caused by motion,
because any tag-control difference will remain at the read-
out.

9.8 Clinical applications: general
considerations

The main advantage of VSASL is its insensitivity to arte-
rial transit delays. Consequently, VSASL measures blood
flow with higher accuracy than spatial-based ASL in
pathology that significantly prolongs ATT. This includes
steno-occlusive diseases such as acute ischemic stroke,
moyamoya, carotid stenosis, and renal artery stenosis.
However, recent data suggests that VSASL may also be
more accurate assessing perfusion within certain types
of tumors, presumably because of heterogeneous ATTs.
More generally, blood velocities in feeding arteries tend to
decrease with age (e.g., within the cervical arteries),49 also
prolonging ATT.

A second advantage of VSASL over spatial-based ASL
is that no spatial labeling region needs to be identified.
This becomes especially important when measuring blood
flow in organs that have complex arrangements of feed-
ing arteries, such as in the placenta or heart, in which a
spatial labeling plane may be difficult (if not impossible)
to define. Spatial-based labeling also becomes challeng-
ing as patients age, because feeding arteries become more
tortuous, particularly in patients with atherosclerosis.
VSASL becomes a more practical ASL approach in these
scenarios.

Finally, there are many situations, in which both
VSASL and spatial-based ASL are useful by providing com-
plementary information. In steno-occlusive disease, for
example, VSASL can provide accurate perfusion, whereas
spatial-based ASL can be used to identify regions of steno-
sis/occlusion and collateral flow (by means of macrovas-
cular ASL signal, also called arterial transit artifact).

10 NEURO APPLICATIONS

10.1 Neuroradiology

The clinical use of VSASL in neuroimaging is best realized
in cerebrovascular processes that cause prolonged ATT.
This includes acute ischemic stroke (because of large ves-
sel occlusion) and chronic steno-occlusive diseases such as
moyamoya, carotid stenosis, and intracranial atheroscle-
rosis. In these pathologies, long ATTs occur in the setting
of narrowed or occluded proximal arteries, resulting in

reduced (or absent) antegrade flow and delayed retrograde
flow through circuitous collateral pathways. Even in nor-
mal aging, however, ATT can lengthen because of low
cardiac output and decreased blood velocity in cervical
carotid and vertebral arteries.49

The major clinical application of VSASL, therefore,
far has been measuring CBF in moyamoya, a disease
characterized by progressive, often idiopathic narrowing
of arteries supplying the brain.50 These stenoses limit
blood flow to distal vascular territories and can result in
ischemia and stroke. As a compensatory mechanism to
maintain CBF, moyamoya patients develop extensive col-
lateral networks that can have ATTs of several seconds.
Two studies have used VSASL to evaluate CBF in pedi-
atric and adult moyamoya, with comparison to PASL and
PCASL, respectively.51,52 Results were validated against
digital subtraction angiography52 and Xenon CT.51 In both
studies, VSASL accurately measured perfusion despite
very long ATTs, whereas spatial-based ASL using stan-
dard PLDs were not able to assess microvascular perfusion
because the label had not yet been delivered to the brain
parenchyma (Figure 7).

A recent preliminary study compared VSASL to PASL
in patients with suspected cortical ischemia without large
vessel occlusion.53 Despite using white-paper suggested
parameters, perfusion deficits on PASL had a 25% to 35%
false positive rate, with symptoms in these cases ultimately
not considered to be ischemic in etiology (based on final
clinical assessment and/or short-term repeat imaging).
Moreover, 100% of the PASL false positives had normal per-
fusion on VSASL, suggesting that spatial-based ASL can
lead to error even without flow-limiting stenosis. VSASL,
on the other hand, demonstrated an exceptional <1% false
positive rate for this cohort. More rigorous investigation
as to whether VSASL can more accurately detect true
ischemia is necessary and currently underway.

More recently, VSASL has been applied for imaging
tumor perfusion in patients with gliomas (the most com-
mon primary malignant brain tumor in adults).54 Gliomas
typically demonstrate abnormal vascularity because of dis-
organized angiogenesis, potentially with regions of slow
flow resulting in heterogeneous ATTs that could result
in CBF underestimation with spatial-based ASL. In this
study, VSASL-derived tumor blood flow better correlated
with DSC perfusion imaging compared to PCASL and bet-
ter distinguished low-grade and high-grade gliomas than
PCASL. The study highlights the potential for VSASL
to improve diagnostic performance of ASL in prepara-
tive grading of gliomas, presumably by minimizing transit
delay sensitivity.

Certain pathologies will introduce complex blood flow
patterns that deviate from the monotonically decelerating
arterial blood flow on which VSASL theory is based. For
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F I G U R E 7 A 6-year-old with right-sided moyamoya status post successful revascularization (Matsushima A). (A) Cerebral angiogram
during a right ICA injection demonstrates high-grade stenosis of the right ICA terminus, MCA origin, and ACA origin (red arrow), with nearly
absent antegrade filling/ perfusion of the distal brain parenchyma. (B) Most of the right MCA territory (red arrowheads) is perfused through
surgical collaterals via the ECA. (C) Remainder of the MCA (red arrowheads) and ACA (blue arrowheads) territories are perfused by native
collaterals via the posterior circulation (left vertebral artery injection). (D) Traditional pulsed arterial spin labeling (PASL) fails to capture this
perfusion because of prolonged arterial transit time (ATT)s through the collateral pathways; artifactual perfusion deficits and macrovascular
signals are seen. (E) Velocity selective ASL (VSASL) accurately captures perfusion in these territories and is concordant with the angiogram

example, arterial stenosis seen in stroke, carotid stenosis,
and moyamoya, can result in “jet” type physiology, with
very slow and very fast flow within small spatial region.
Similarly, disorganized, heterogeneous vasculature seen
in tumors can result in turbulent and tortuous flow, also
with interspersed high and low velocity regions. Our expe-
rience, therefore, far has suggested that VSASL remains
accurate in these settings despite heterogeneous flow pat-
terns, likely because of a sufficient blood volume deceler-
ating from above to below Vcut. CBF underestimation and
macrovascular artifacts, however, can theoretically arise;
as our experience with VSASL in different pathologies
deepens, we will become increasingly aware of situations
that compromise accuracy.

VSASL fills a clear clinical need for accurate CBF
measurements that are robust under a wide range of neu-
ropathology. This is predominantly because of insensitivity
to both ATT and orientation/tortuosity of feeding arteries,
which are variable across patient populations and can dra-
matically bias spatial-based ASL. Despite improved quan-
titative accuracy, VSASL does not capture any information
related to arterial transit, which can be useful in its own
right. As mentioned above, a combined VSASL/PCASL
approach55 for steno-occlusive disease may be optimal to
assess perfusion and stenosis/collaterals. Arteriovenous
malformations or fistulae may also benefit from a com-
bined approach for detecting arteriovenous shunting with
high sensitivity.
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10.2 Cerebrovascular reactivity

Cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) reflects the capacity of
the brain to meet different physiological demands and can
be applied to assess the risk of cerebrovascular diseases.56

CVR can be obtained in a brain “stress test,” in which
CBF is measured before and after the administration of a
vasodilator, such as acetazolamide.57 Because 2 measure-
ments of CBF are required to quantify CVR, ASL can be
potentially a practical modality for CVR imaging.

For PCASL, the underestimation of baseline perfu-
sion at brain regions with ATT longer than PLD (i.e.,
occipital lobe) could yield overestimated CVR. With a low
sensitivity to transit time, VSASL may be a more suit-
able choice for CVR studies than standard ASL. A study
that compared the CVR measurements using acetazo-
lamide between VSASL and 15O-water PET showed that
VSASL was effective in measuring CVR in gray matter,
but reported lower CVR than PET results.58 VSASL was
recently investigated in a CO2-induced hypercapnia study
and also observed lower CVR than phase-contrast MRI
results.59 It was found that, for VSASL, the underesti-
mation of perfusion post-acetazolamide or during hyper-
capnia at brain regions where the trailing edge of the
labeled bolus arrives before the application of VCM (i.e.,
frontal lobe) could yield underestimated CVR, similar to
the issue of pulsed ASL.60 This issue can be alleviated
using a shorter PLD for VSASL,59 to make it a clinically
viable technique to screen patients with a higher risk of
cerebrovascular diseases.

10.3 Functional VSASL

ASL has long held great promise for functional MRI. Early
work demonstrated that ASL offers important advantages
over BOLD, but is hampered by low SNR and acquisition
speed. These advantages include temporal stability (not
subject to 1/f noise, which plagues BOLD functional MRI
fMRI), and quantitation.61–64

Perfusion and blood volume fMRI have also been
shown to be more specific to the parenchyma than BOLD,
which can be more sensitive to superficial draining veins.
This higher specificity permits layer specific fMRI,65–68

although ASL is still not widely adopted for fMRI because
of its low SNR and acquisition speed.

VSASL holds significant promise to overcome these
issues. Repetition times can be reduced significantly in
VSASL given the reduced TI required. By creating velocity
and spatially selective labeling pulses, TRs as low as 400 ms
have been achieved with high functional sensitivity.69 This
approach outperformed the speed of fast spatially selective
ASL fMRI approaches.70

ATT in spatially selective ASL is significantly reduced
during neuronal activation, which can obfuscate the quan-
tified perfusion response.71 In contrast, ATT is insignifi-
cant in VSASL, eliminating this confound.

Therefore, the SNR, speed, and reduced sensitiv-
ity to ATT of VSASL make it a promising candidate
for perfusion-based fMRI experiments.72 Indeed, recent
work demonstrated improved sensitivity and specificity of
VSASL over PCASL for a simple visuomotor paradigm.36

11 BODY APPLICATIONS

The great promise of ASL for body applications is the sub-
ject of a companion paper. VSASL has been explored for a
number of extracranial applications.

11.1 Kidney

In the kidneys, there are 2 major advantages for using
VSASL compared to PCASL and flow-sensitive alternating
inversion recovery (FAIR) PASL. The first advantage is the
reduced sensitivity to transit delays,73 which is especially
beneficial in patients with renal artery stenosis.74 The opti-
mal TI of 1200 ms for VSASL is slightly shorter than used
in PCASL and FAIR.73

The second advantage is that no separate planning of
the labeling plane is required. Respiratory motion can be
challenging for the planning of the labeling region in FAIR
and PCASL.75 Initial experience48,73 found that to min-
imize effects of respiratory motion on the labeling, the
VS-gradient orientation should be in anterior–posterior
or right–left direction and with a Vcut of 10.7 cm/s,
higher than we recommend in the brain, although this
Vcut may be too high for direct labeling of vasculature
in the medulla. Image acquisition should be planned in
coronal–oblique orientation parallel to the muscles ante-
rior to the kidney to minimize through-slice motion.48

Free-breathing acquisition is possible when image regis-
tration is used.32

At 3T, VSS-, mm-VSASL-, AccASL-, and FT-VSI-based
ASL all showed similar perfusion weighted signal and
tSNR to PCASL with good corticomedullary contrast in
both cortex and medulla, but had significantly lower
tSNR than FAIR. FT-VSI-ASL showed the most promising
results,32 and could benefit from acquisition at lower field
strengths with smaller field inhomogeneities.

11.2 Heart

Similar to kidney ASL, the 2 major advantages to VS label-
ing are: (1) reduced sensitivity to transit delay, which is a
major consideration because many disease processes lead
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to slow coronary flow and/or circuitous coronary collateral
circulation; and (2) ease of scan planning.

Velocity selective human myocardial ASL has been
demonstrated in 2 recent studies,31,76 first with VSS pulses,
and later with improved performance using FT-based
pulse trains. One key design consideration was the velocity
range of labeled blood versus background tissue. In a beat-
ing heart, even so-called “stable” cardiac phases involve a
fair amount of normal tissue movement on the order of 1 to
2 cm/s. This is much larger than in other ASL target tissues
(e.g., brain, kidney, and placenta). Coronary blood velocity
is also extremely pulsatile with a peak velocity that varies
substantially with disease (∼20 cm/s in health, can be
100 cm/s in hypertension). Fortunately, the timing of peak
coronary velocity and stable tissue velocity coincide at
mid-diastole. This makes VS-labeling during mid-diastole
a natural choice. Myocardial VSASL has shown promising
results in healthy subjects, but has not yet been tested in
large animal models of coronary artery disease, in patients,
or in the context of stress testing.

11.3 Placenta

The placenta is a vital organ for transferring oxygen and
nutrients from the mother to the fetus via blood flow dur-
ing pregnancy. Placental perfusion imaging using ASL,
therefore, may provide early markers of placental dysfunc-
tion. There are 2 important characteristics in the placenta,
which make VSASL a well-suited method for the organ.
First, the placenta has highly tortuous arterial blood paths,
multiple feeding arteries, and contributions from both
maternal and fetal sides. Using conventional ASL, it may
be difficult to find an optimal labeling region. In contrast,
VSASL not only avoids such difficulties, but also achieves
higher SNR because of labeling closer to the imaging
region. Second, the placenta has exceptionally high blood
volume (∼50%) and small extravascular space, and there-
fore, the mean transit time of the labeled water is likely
shorter. As a result, VSASL may provide more accurate
perfusion measurements than conventional ASL because
in this method, the arrival time of the labeled bolus is
spatially uniform (0 in principle). Initial placental VSASL
studies have demonstrated higher SNR than PCASL and
reported significant perfusion differences between high-
and low-risk pregnancies.77,78 Further optimization of cut-
off velocity, velocity encoding direction, VS labeling and
image readout is warranted and currently under study.79,80

11.4 Lung

The lung plays an important physiological role as the
site of gas exchange between the blood and inspired air.

Critical to this function is the match between the regional
distributions of ventilation and perfusion, and ASL pro-
vides a non-invasive means of mapping the perfusion dis-
tribution.81–83 In most tissues, there is a large extravascular
fluid compartment that serves as a reservoir, into which
labeled water can accumulate, effectively integrating the
labeled bolus as it arrives and allowing for straightfor-
ward quantitation of perfusion from the ASL signal. In
the lung, there is very little extravascular fluid to sup-
port this accumulation, and the use of spatially selective
labeling with a long PLD to minimize intravascular arti-
facts will likely result in outflow of labeled blood into the
venous circulation, compromising quantitative accuracy
of the pulmonary perfusion measurement. In contrast, the
velocity selective nature of VSASL is likely to make the
delivery time to the capillary bed more uniform, allow-
ing for more accurate timing of image acquisition to avoid
outflow of the label. An initial effort in lung VSASL was
reported earlier.84

12 OTHER APPLICATIONS

Different VS pulse trains have also been used in various
pulse sequences to characterize large vessels or quantify
other hemodynamics parameters.

12.1 Magnetic resonance angiography

VS pulse trains have been used for VSMRA as well. VSS
pulse trains have been used for 3D black blood MRI85–87

and subtraction-based bright blood MRA.88–90 Recently,
FT-VS pulse trains have been used before acquisition as
a non-subtractive method for VSMRA. The angiographic
signal is achieved by setting the flowing spins to be within
the pass-band and static spins to be within either the
inversion-band or saturation-band, therefore, it preserves
flowing blood signal and avoids misregistration artifacts
associated with subtractive approaches. This approach was
first applied for abdominal26 and peripheral27 VSMRA
at 1.5T with no or only a single refocusing pulse per
velocity-encoding step. Later paired and phase-cycled refo-
cusing pulses were incorporated into the FT-VS pulse
trains for improved immunity to B0/B1 field inhomo-
geneities and were used for cerebral28,33,34,91 and abdomi-
nal92 VSMRA at 3T.

12.2 Blood volume mapping

When interleaved VS label and control modules were
applied right before acquisition without any labeling delay,
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the vascular signal could be isolated by subtracting out
the static tissue signal.93 VSS pulse trains have been used
for quantitative measurements of different compartments
of cerebral blood volume (CBV),93 for example, arterial
CBV,10,94 total CBV,47 and venous CBV.95 For total CBV
measurement, the FT-VSS pulse train demonstrated better
performance than both conventional VSS and BIR-8 pulse
trains,96 which might be related to its concurrent sup-
pression of tissue background. Recently, the feasibility of
FT-VS-based CBV and venous CBV estimation was demon-
strated for 3D acquisition with large spatial coverage.97

To label most microvessels, the cutoff velocity required
for CBV quantification is considerably lower than typi-
cally used in CBF mapping (e.g., 0.35 vs 2.0 cm/s). Care
should be taken to mitigate CSF contamination as well as
unbalanced diffusion weighting.

12.3 Venous oxygenation mapping

A powerful feature of VS labeling is the ability to specif-
ically target signals from the venous blood compartment.
This allows voxel-wise assessment of venous oxygen sat-
uration based on measurement of T2, and consequently
the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen. These approaches
overcome limitations of the T2 relaxation under spin
tagging (TRUST) method, which permits only global or
large-vessel measurements.98,99

The quantitative imaging of extraction of oxygen and
tissue consumption (QUIXOTIC) method introduced by
Bolar et al100 uses 2 VSS modules to isolate acceler-
ated venous blood in venules, from which venous oxy-
genation can be measured. Subsequent improvements
result in dramatically shorter imaging times101 and sig-
nificantly increased SNR by nulling arterial signal with-
out venous signal attenuation.102 An important limita-
tion of QUIXOTIC is potential contamination from CSF
(as with other VSASL methods) and overestimation of
venous oxygenation. The velocity selective excitation with
arterial nulling (VSEAN) method developed by Guo and
Wong103 addresses this confound by using VS excitation
to directly acquire signal from slow-moving venous spins,
eliminating the need for individual control-label acqui-
sition and subtraction. This results in improved SNR,
scan efficiency, and quantitative accuracy (because there
is reduced CSF contamination). Both QUIXOTIC and
VSEAN have been applied in fMRI to measure the baseline
and functional change of oxygenation in the brain region-
ally.101,104 Recently, a new venous oxygenation mapping
technique by using FT-VSI plus non-selective inversion
to null the arterial blood signal while using FT-VSS to
suppress the tissue signal was proposed with the advantage
of higher venous signal.105

13 SUMMARY

VSASL offers distinct advantages over traditional
spatial-based ASL methods. First, VSASL is insensi-
tive to arterial transit delays, permitting accurate blood
flow measurement in settings of prolonged ATT, in
which spatial-based ASL may fail. Second, VSASL per-
mits perfusion measurement in regions where spatial
labeling plane may be difficult to define. Despite these
strengths, VSASL is limited by technical challenges that
are gradually being overcome. We have reviewed here
the current status of VSASL; made recommendations
for the labeling, acquisition, modeling, quantification,
and application; and highlighted progress and needs
for further advancement. Wide dissemination of meth-
ods and evaluation in a range of clinical and research
applications is still needed to further define the practi-
cal use and benefits of VSASL to the field of perfusion
imaging.
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